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by Stephen F. McCool
he national economy improved in late 1992, and 
continued strengthening into the new year. 
Consumer confidence rose, unemployment 
dropped, and inflation was under control. These positive 
factors, combined with Montana’s excellent product, suggested 
that 1993 might be a banner year for the state's travel and 
tourism industry. In fact, results were mixed.
1993 Industry Overview
Nationally in 1993, domestic travel did increase. Highway 
traffic was up about 2.4 percent over the previous year. 
However, air passenger revenue miles remained flat or dropped 
slightly nationwide. Overseas visits to the United States grew 
substantially (4.9 percent), but Canadian visits dropped by 
more than 7 percent, probably due to increasingly unfavorable 
exchange rates.
Anecdotal and other informal measures suggest that Cana­
dian visits to Montana also dropped off during 1993. Commer­
cial aircraft deboardings, on the other hand, rose by about 3.0 
percent statewide in 1993. Recent growth in Montana’s airline 
traffic has occurred mostly in Bozeman, Missoula, and 
Kalispell.
Following a several year see-saw battle with Missoula, the 
Bozeman airport is now solidly the second busiest in the state, 
after Billings. Interestingly, growth in Bozeman deboardings is
not confined only to the winter ski season, but appears consis­
tently strong throughout the year. Growth in Kalispell follows 
a similar year-round pattern. Great Falls deboardings have 
fallen off in recent years; that airport is now the fourth-busiest 
in the state.
Accommodations tax revenue in Montana had been increas­
ing at an annual rate of 8 to 10 percent for the last several years. 
But it rose only about 5 percent from 1991 to 1992 (the last 
period for which we have final tax data). Room occupancy 
rates apparently declined between 1992 and 1993, though this 
may reflect an increase in room supply rather than a drop in 
demand for rooms.
Visits to attractions and destinations in Montana were mixed 
in 1993. The year began with a modest increase in skier-visits, 
up about 3 percent. Nearly all this increase can be attributed to 
nonresidents visiting two destination ski areas, Big Sky near 
Bozeman and Big Mountain near Whitefish. While the industry 
recorded good snow conditions for nearly the entire year, so 
did other states, which probably dampened the rate of growth 
for Montana.
Montana park visitor numbers (at Glacier and Yellowstone) 
had been outpacing growth at the national level. But visits 
declined in 1993 for the first time since the early 1980s (elimi­
nating the effects of the 1988 fires). At Glacier, the decline was 
a modest 2.7 percent; set against park visitor numbers
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nationwide, which grew by less than 2 percent in 1993, this is 
not a major setback. The decline was more significant at 
Yellowstone, where 7.3 percent fewer people visited in 1993.
Other destinations in the state also reported mixed atten­
dance for the 1993 season. For example, by mid-September, Big 
Hole Battlefield reported a 4 percent increase, but Big Horn 
Recreation Area showed a 9 percent decline. Lewis and Clark 
Caverns showed a 2 percent decline over 1992 but the National 
Bison Range reported a nearly 10 percent increase.
Persistently Montana’s strongest tourist season, summer 
accounts for 43 percent of accommodations tax revenue, 64 
percent of the visits to Yellowstone and 70 percent of the visits 
to Glacier. Winter attracts the fewest nonresident guests, but 
they report the highest average daily expenditures compared to 
visitors in other seasons.
Several factors contributed to Montana tourism’s mixed 
results in 1993. For one thing, potential vacation travelers from 
midwestern markets were distracted by major flooding all 
summer long. Montana’s summer left a lot to be desired too; it 
was short, late, wet, and cool. These unseasonably cool and 
moist conditions may have discouraged travelers, once here, 
from enjoying the state’s outdoor-based recreational product. 
Finally, a variety of unknown but random factors may have 
come into play: no industry, including tourism, should be 
expected to show continuous upward growth.
Nevertheless, the total number of visitors to Montana 
increased in 1993. In part, this growth was due to improved 
methods of estimating nonresident highway travel. But much 
of it was real increase; we estimate total nonresident visits to 
Montana grew by 2.5 to 3.0 percent in 1993. We’re still 
collecting data on 1993 nonresident expenditures, but suspect 
the figure may for the first time top $1 billion. This would 
represent an increase of 7 percent over 1992.
Overall, Montana tourism did grow in 1993, though less 
than expected, and somewhat slower than the scorching pace of 
previous years. This break may be a blessing in disguise, 
however. As any fast-growing enterprise knows, unremitting 
success can bring its own problems. The press of visitors to 
Montana is straining civic resources in some areas—not to 
mention some residents’ civility. And this has long-term 
implications for the industry and the state. Before we discuss 
long-term implications, let’s turn briefly to the outlook for 
1994.
An Optimistic Industry
The Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research (ITRR) 
regularly polls Montana industry leaders and decision-makers 
about their expectations and concerns for the coming year.
This year’s survey identified several factors influencing travel to 
Montana in 1994. Most frequently cited were national eco­
nomic conditions; economic conditions on the west coast;
exchange rates, particularly with Canada; and the price of gas.
Other factors mentioned by more than one respondent 
included climate and weather considerations; movies and 
popular culture; and the influence of urban crime on vacation 
destination choices. Interestingly, the crime factor was men­
tioned by a fourth of respondents, and it’s the first time it has 
appeared at all.
Several Montana-specific factors were cited by this year’s 
respondents. Weather, which always ranks high, led the list; 
followed by citizen “attitudes” toward tourism; stable use of 
accommodations tax revenue; changes in Montana’s reputation 
for being a friendly place to visit; and the state’s travel 
promotion efforts.
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Respondents’ concerns underwent a notable shift this year. 
“Infrastructure” problems continued to worry some, but more 
pressing to many industry leaders was Montanans’ reputation 
for being friendly. Friendliness—like a world class destination— 
is an important resource for the travel and tourism industry. It 
has to be cultivated and protected, and if lost, is very difficult 
to recover.
Despite these concerns, nearly 80 percent of respondents 
indicated they were “very” or “somewhat” optimistic about 
1994.
Outlook for 1994
We expect inbound international traffic will continue to 
increase at the 1993 pace, although the number of overseas 
visitors to Montana is very small. Continued political stability, 
the strength of the U.S. dollar against foreign currencies, and 
growing interest in western and Native American culture 
(especially in Europe and the Pacific Rim countries) will affect 
visits to Montana.
Canadian visits to Montana may stabilize at the 1992 level or 
lower, depending on the exchange rate. Anecdotal evidence 
suggests that Canadians are highly sensitive to an exchange rate 
of over 20 percent. In addition, newly available gambling 
opportunities in Canada may affect some potential visitors to 
Montana. Hi-Line communities especially may need to develop 
new marketing efforts and pricing options (such as Canadian 
dollars at or near par).
Many people traveled through the state in 1993. We antici­
pate they may, in 1994, actually stay longer. Longer visits mean 
greatly enhanced economic benefits—but also present extra 
challenges.
Long Term Issues
We must provide long term protection and management for 
our superlative natural and cultural heritage. That is the basis of 
Montana’s tourism and travel industry. We simply cannot 
sustain ever-increasing visitation at sensitive resources without 
more assertive and effective management. While the 1993 
Montana Legislature did appropriate some accommodations tax 
revenues for management of state parks, this funding did little 
more than replace revenues lost from other sources. We still 
need to build new visitor centers and rest areas just to maintain 
the state’s competitive position.
Increasingly, Montanans are expressing antipathy toward 
tourism. Some put the blame for traffic congestion, skyrocket­
ing property values, and increased taxes on our nonresident 
guests. Others resent the cost for government services (extra 
police, fire protection, road maintenance, etc.) required by 
tourists.
Beginning in 1991, ITRR began monitoring Montanans’ 
attitudes toward tourism with a comprehensive statewide study. 
Since then, a semi-annual monitoring has helped us detect 
negative changes before insurmountable problems arise. A 
majority of Montanans continue to feel that overall, tourism’s 
benefits outweigh its negative consequences. Yet some are 
beginning to feel that tourism will not contribute to quality of 
life in the state. Negative attitudes, interestingly, are most 
concentrated where tourism is most highly developed—in 
northwestern Montana.
We must address citizen concerns with substantive actions, if 
for no other reason than maintaining Montanans’ friendliness is 
a good business practice. Tourism is an economic development
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tool, one that can, for example, enhance our standard of living 
and quality of life through increases in labor income.
But how much tourism-dependent economic development 
can we sustain? How do we inspire and maintain enduring 
interest in Montana as a vacation destination? How do we 
attract nonresidents, yet protect the quality of life residents 
seek? What is an appropriate rate of growth for tourism? How 
should the positive consequences be distributed regionally? 
What are Montana’s overall goals for economic development 
and what part of the mix is tourism? How do we measure the 
success or failure of these goals?
We have no easy answers—only raise the questions that 
accompany this industry's increasing importance in Montana.
The conditions are set for an excellent year in Montana’s 
tourism and travel industry. The economy is functioning better 
than it has since 1990, travel promotion efforts continue to be 
effective, and markets are interested in our product. At this 
point, however, the industry should be more concerned with 
Montanans than tourists. ■
Sources used in this report:
Skier-visits: USD A Forest Service and Institute for Tourism 
and Recreation Research
National Park Visits: National Park Service
Highway Traffic: Montana Department of Transportation and 
Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research
Deboardings: Airports at Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Glacier 
International, Great Falls, Helena, Missoula.
Person-trips: U.S. Travel Data Center. A person-trip is one 
person traveling 100 miles or more one-way from home 
regardless of purpose.
Visitor Expenditures: Estimates based on data collected by the 
Institute for Tourism and Recreation Research
Tourism industry assessment data collected by the Institute for 
Tourism and Recreation Research during late fall 1993.
Figures 5 & 6
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State of the Economy
by Paul E. Polzin
Finally, the “dismal science” has some good news to report. For the third year in a row, Montana’s economy has grown—a circumstance we haven’t seen since 1979. Moreover, our state significantly outperformed the national economy in both 1991 and 1992, its 
relative pace slowing only in the last year.
As you can see in Figures 1 and 2, Montana’s nonfarm labor 
income decreased an average of 0.5 percent per year during the 
1980s, while the U.S. overall enjoyed a 2.1 percent per year rise
Figures 1 & 2
Nonfarm Labor Income, Average Annual Growth Rate,
-1.0 1 1980-1990 '91 *92 '93 '94 *95 '96
Nonfarm Labor Income, Average Annual Growth Rate, 
United States, 1980-1996
Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce; 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana; 
and the WEFA Group.
for the same period. The state experienced short periods of 
stability or even slight growth during the decade, but as 
measured by nonfarm labor income, Montana’s economy was 
smaller in 1990 than in 1980.
These trends reversed as the 1990s began. Struck by reces­
sion, U.S. nonfarm labor income decreased about 1.1 percent in 
1991, while the comparable measure for Montana rose 1.7 
percent. Historically, recessions have been relatively mild in 
Montana. The 1990-91 recession was even milder than most, so 
when the U.S. economy fell and Montana’s picked up, the 
media took note. Hence the stories spotlighting our economy.
The data isn’t final yet, but 1992 looks even better for this 
state. The latest reports suggest our nonfarm labor income 
increased 5.1 percent in 1992, the largest single-year growth rate 
since the late 1970s, and well above the recovering U.S. 
economy’s increase of 3.0 percent.
Estimates for the first half of 1993 suggest that Montana 
nonfarm labor income grew at a 3.1 percent annual rate, while 
the U.S. rose 1.5 percent. However, once the negative impacts 
of 1993 mine closures and wood products industry cutbacks 
have been tallied, we expect Montana’s overall growth rate for 
the year will drop to 1.2 percent.
This more modest rate will likely continue. We project 
Montana’s nonfarm labor income to increase 1.1 percent in 
1994,1.8 percent in 1995, and 1.6 percent in 1996. The acceler­
ating national economy will once again outstrip the state’s 
growth rate.
Montana's Growing Sectors
Table 1 shows nonfarm labor income by major industry for 
Montana’s growth years of 1991-92. Only the mining sector 
suffered a significant decline during the period, and over half 
the total rise in nonfarm labor income came from three 
industries: construction; wood and paper products; and 
services.
The wood and paper products increase may seem surprising, 
given recent mill closures and layoffs. But by 1992 this industry 
was both recovering from recession, and responding to higher 
lumber and stumpage prices.
Recently, short-run trends in certain service sectors have 
taken on a life of their own. The increasing use of temporary 
employees, for instance, shows up as growth in employment 
agencies, which are classified in the service sector. Also, health 
care increases may be more dependent on national trends than 
local economic conditions.
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O ur data for Montana housing starts and other construction 
indicators is somewhat sketchy, but we do use construction 
labor income as a measure of activity in this industry. This 
measure turned upward in 1990 and 1991. But the real increase 
occurred in 1992—an almost 20 percent jump from the previous 
two years. The recent growth was especially welcome because 
construction labor income was at an all time low in 1989. We 
believe that trough reflected the over building and excesses of 
the 1980s, and that recent increases reflect a stainable level of 
construction activity.
Last year we were forecasting an increase in Montana’s 
overall nonfarm labor income of 2.8 percent, or about $8.3 
billion. The actual figure was very close to that, $8.5 billion.
Regional Perspectives
How do recent trends in Montana compare with those in 
neighboring states? Figures 3, 4, and 5 summarize nonfarm 
labor income for the decade of the 1980s, 1991, and 1992 for 
Montana and nine other states. Unfortunately, comparable 
short-run data isn’t  available for nearby Canadian provinces.
Note that slow growth was the regional norm during the 
1980s. Three states came close to the national average (Minne­
sota, Utah and Washington); but the rest fell below, with 
North Dakota, Montana, and Wyoming suffering actual 
declines in nonfarm labor income over the decade.
As the decade ended, the U.S. economy slipped into reces­
sion; the Northeast and California were especially hard hit.
Minnesota, Oregon, and Wyoming grew less than 1.0 percent 
during 1991, but overall, our region prospered. (Idaho, South 
Dakota, Washington, and Wyoming led the region in growth 
during 1991.)
In 1992, our region continued to outperform the national 
economy. In fact, Montana’s banner increase of 5.1 percent that 
year was only middling compared with several other economies 
in our region.
Montana's Long Term Prospects
State and regional data for nonfarm labor income show 
recent trends. But we need population and per capita income 
data to develop a systematic analysis of the entire economy.
Population: Table 2 lists Montana and U.S. population data 
for the last two decades; 1993 numbers are an estimate. Note 
that between 1970 and 1980, Montana’s population outstripped 
the national average—1.3 percent compared to 1.1 percent per 
year. But in the 1980s, the state’s average annual population 
growth was a meager 0.2 percent per year, far less than the 
nationwide rate.
The most recent estimate (1993) of state population is 
839,000 persons, up 1.6 percent per year since the 1990 Census. 
For perspective on this rapid growth, look at the state’s 
population over the long term (Figure 6). Note the continuous 
upward trend in the 1970s and early 1980s; Montana’s economy 
turned down in 1979, but population kept rising and did not 
peak until 1985. In other words, population reacts to changes 
in overall economic conditions—but only after a time lag.
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Table 1
Montana Nonfarm Labor Income, 1991 and 1992
(Millions of 1992 Dollars) Percent
1991 1992 Change change
Total, all industries $8,044 $8,455 $412 5.1
Ag services, forestry, other 68 71 3 4.7
Mining 259 245 -14 -5I3
Contract construction 457 53*1 74 -jg.2
^  7 1 1 ^  '• ' ' 2‘_8 ^
Wood and paper products 293 316 23 7.9
^ ^ n e r n m m f a ^ n n g ^ ^ ^ '  399 395 .4  .9.9
Transportation, communication, utilities 799 798 -1 -0.1
Wholesale and retail trade 1,516 1,599 83 5.5
Finance, insurance, real estate 343 385 42 12.4
Services 2,105 2,273 168 8^0
Healthcare 836 895 59 7.1
Other services 1,268 1,378 109 8.6
Government 1,805 1,842 37 2.0
Federal civilian and military 612 637 25 4.1
State and local 1,193 1,205 11 0.9
Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U. S. Department of Commerce; and Bureau of Business and 
Economic Research, The University of Montana.
MONTANA'S ECONOMY
Figures 3 ,4  & 5
Nonfarm Labor Income, Annual Percent Change 
in 1992 Dollars
1980-1990
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Source: U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce.
If this pattern holds true, Montana’s economic gains since 
1990—though sizable—probably can’t  sustain 39,000 additional 
people. As the state’s spurt of economic growth slackens, we 
expect population, with a time lag, to  follow suit. Don’t be 
surprised by another year or two of rising population esti­
mates, but if the estimates prove valid, we’ll probably find 
corresponding downward corrections later in the decade.
Per Capita Income: The product of total personal income 
divided by population, per capita income measures how well 
off the average person is. Figure 7 compares that indicator in 
Montana with national levels.
Montana’s per capita income was 87 percent of the U.S. 
average in 1970, 88 percent in 1980. In the early 1980s, it 
stabilized a little, then lost ground, falling to a low of 77 
percent in 1986. As the state’s population lagged during mid­
decade, its per capita income began inching upward; fewer 
people divvied up the income pie. By 1993, the average 
Montanan’s income had rebounded slightly to 84 percent of the 
national average—still less than the 1970 or 1980 ratio even after 
a sizable growth spurt.
Nonfarm Labor Income: We already introduced this 
indicator, but now want to define it more precisely, and use it 
to analyze recent trends. Comprising the wages and salaries, 
proprietors’ income, and other labor income of all employed 
persons except those working on farms and ranches, nonfarm 
labor income measures changes in overall economic activity in 
a state or smaller area.
Figure 8 offers an industry breakdown over time. The top 
line shows Montana’s total nonfarm labor income from 1969 to 
1996; inflation effects have been eliminated by converting to 
constant 1992 dollars. Here again we see almost continual 
growth during the 1970s. Two brief decelerations—1969-70 and 
1974-75—coincided with national recessions.
After peaking in 1979, nonfarm labor income went through 
several distinct periods in the 1980s: from 1979-82, it dropped 
by 10 percent; stabilization followed in 1983-84; more declines 
hit in the 1985-87 period, though less severe than earlier; a 
fragile recovery followed in 1988-90, prompting very slow 
growth; modest growth continued in 1991 despite a national 
recession; and finally, record increases in 1992.
Agriculture is the single largest industry in Montana, and 
income associated with it is volatile indeed, as Figure 8 shows. 
It’s easy to identify agriculture’s very good years in the early 
1970s, and the mid-1980’s back-to-back drought years. Other 
Montana basic industries, and the nonfarm labor income 
associated with them, were influenced over the last two decades 
by some of the following factors:
• Montanans first heard of the energy crises in the 1970s 
and braced for runaway growth built on the state’s coal 
resource. But in reality, other basic industries increased. For
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Table 2
Resident Population, United States and Montana 
1970-1993
Thousands of Persons 
Area 1970 1980 1990 1993
United States 2 0 3 ,3 0 2  2 26 ,545  2 48 ,710  257,908
Montana 695 787 799 839
Annual Growth Rate 
1970-80 1980-1990 1990-1993
United States
1. 1% 1.0 % 1.2 %
Montana
1.3% 0.2%  1.6%
Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census.
Figures 6 & 7
Population, Montana, 1970-1993 
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example, early in the decade, due to solid wheat exports and 
high cattle prices, agriculture had several years of unprec­
edented profitability. Also, the wood products industry 
expanded late in the decade; new processing plants were built 
and mills produced high output as national demand rose.
• The period 1979 to 1982 was disastrous for Montana’s 
economy. Widespread declines among many basic industries 
drove nonfarm labor income down by 10 percent. The nation’s 
worst postwar recession combined with state level cyclic 
declines in wood products and other basic industries. On top of 
that, smelters in Anaconda and Great Falls closed permanently, 
and the Milwaukee Railroad shut down. The one bright spot 
was unpredictable, though no less welcome: A long awaited 
energy boom did happen, but in oil and gas, not coal mining.
• In 1983 and 1984 the U.S. economy began a period of 
sustained growth which ended only the with 1990 recession. 
Most of Montana’s basic industries stabilized; wood and paper 
products activity increased significantly. But oil and gas turned 
downward as the energy boom waned.
• The state’s basic industries turned down again mid­
decade, but less so than in the early 1980s. Hardest hit were 
railroads and oil and gas.
• Two Montana industries fueled a fragile recovery in the 
late 1980s: nonfuels minerals (primarily precious metals) 
mining; and noresident travel (tourism). Mining cooled again in 
1990 due to world conditions, but nonresident travel continued 
upward, bucking national trends. Certain types of manufactur­
ing and the military (a new tanker wing at Malmstrom AFB) 
also enjoyed modest increases during this period.
• Total nonfarm basic labor income remained relatively 
stable in 1991-92, despite a cyclic recovery in wood and paper 
products, and continued increases in nonresident travel.
With twenty-five years of data in hand, we see a long-term 
relationship between Montana’s basic industries and its 
nonfarm labor income. Although in some individual years 
these two trend lines don’t  exactly mirror each other, their 
shape and magnitude are closely related over time. Thus, 
because Montana’s spiking nonfarm labor income in 1991-92 
was N O T accompanied by corresponding increases in basic 
industries, we project it will be short-lived; there’s no underly­
ing basis to sustain that growth level through the decade.
Statewide Forecasts
As summarized earlier and shown by Figure 1, we expect 
Montana’s growth to taper off, and once again fall below 
national levels. The state economy will likely experience a 1 
percent to 2 percent per year increase during the 1993-96 
period, while the overall U.S. economy will likely accelerate to 
3.0 to 4.5 percent per year for the same period. Overall, 
Montana’s basic labor income will remain roughly stable for 
the next few years. Growth in nonresident travel will be offset 
by modest declines in wood products, railroads, and the federal 
government.
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Figure 8
Nonfarm Labor Income & Labor Income in 
Basic Industries, Montana, 1969-1996












Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce; and 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana.
We expect the state’s total personal income to keep pace 
with nonfarm labor income between 1992 and 1995. This 
contrasts to the 1980s, when rapid growth in transfer payments 
(such as social security), dividends, interests, and rents kept 
personal income increasing despite declines in labor income. 
Fewer retirees and slower increases in social security benefits 
will combine to depress growth in these categories. These 
forecasts are based, in part, on the following assumptions.
• We assume no closures among Montana’s major manufac­
turing facilities, some of which are aging. (The sugar beet 
factory in Billings might be one example.)
• We assume a 25 to 30 percent decline in wood and paper 
products, with less than half the decrease occurring before 
1996. Recent layoffs associated with the sale of the Montana 
properties of Champion International were part of this process.
• The current wave of base closures has bypassed 
Malmstrom. We assume no major reductions there—at least 
until the next round, scheduled for 1995.
• Although a number of major mining projects are in the 
permitting process, we assume no significant mine openings in 
the near term.
Montana's Major Urban Areas
Our method for analyzing local area economies is the same 
one we used on the statewide economy. That is, we compare 
local area economic performance and population trends; look 
at basic industries and how they influenced local economic 
trends; and then offer forecasts.
Using nonfarm labor income as the indicator, Figure 10 
compares growth rates for Montana’s seven major urban areas
with the statewide average, and with the Rest of the State 
(which is primarily rural). In the 1980s, Gallatin County grew 
fastest, followed by Flathead County. Missoula, Lewis and 
Clark, and Yellowstone counties grew very little over the 
decade; and Cascade County, the Butte-Anaconda area, and the 
Rest of the State declined.
Now look at Figure 11, which focuses on 1991. All areas 
show some growth, with Gallatin County once again first, 
followed by Yellowstone County. The Rest of the State, 
Missoula County, and the Butte-Anaconda area grew slowest.
Figure 12, focused on 1992, is still somewhat preliminary 
because hard data for counties is compiled much more slowly 
than state level data. Even so, we expect that all areas of 
Montana experienced accelerated growth in 1992, with Flat- 
head and Missoula counties leading (perhaps buoyed by cyclic 
recovery in wood products), and even the slowest areas 
achieving historically solid gains.
Table 3 shows population data for Montana’s major urban 
areas. Note that Montana’s urban areas closely mirrored 
statewide population trends. That is, urban areas mostly grew 
in the 1970s; populations increased more modestly in the 
1980s, or even declined; and for some cities, the 1990-92 
estimates show sizable population growth.
Now for a brief look at individual urban areas in the state. 
While we focus as usual on basic industries—the traditional 
engines of growth for Montana—you’ll notice the increasing 
importance of a relatively new category, trade center activities. 
In brief, these are the estimated portion of retail and wholesale 
trade and services which can be attributed to nonresidents. 
Montana’s cities act as trade center hubs for surrounding rural
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Figure 9
Gross State Product, Annual Percent Change 
in 1992 Dollars
1994-96
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Source: The WEFA Group.
areas. People from outlying communities come to larger cities 
to shop, see the dentist, do business with a lawyer or insurance 
agent. For each urban area, we’ve estimated the labor income 
generated by such nonresident trade activity, and labeled the 
corresponding graph.
Billings: Yellowstone County is the state’s major urban 
area; trade center activities are the largest component of its 
economic base. Thus, when record agricultural years combined
with a boom in energy sectors (coal, oil and gas) during the 
1970s, Billings’ economy took off. Growth in trucking (trans­
portation) also fed area prosperity during that decade.
Billings’ trade center activities continued expanding into the 
1980s, but not because the hinterlands—or other basic indus­
tries—were doing well. Instead, gains in the urban trade center 
activities were counterbalanced by losses in rural areas, and in 
other basic industries. The early 1980s brought shutdowns in 
food products (meat packing) and manufacturing to Billings, 
and decreases in railroad employment. Basic labor income 
began declining in 1985 with an oil and gas industry collapse, 
and turned modestly upward three years later as trade center 
activities (again, mostly health care) prospered (Figure 13).
Things have accelerated in the 1990s. Note that nonfarm 
labor income began outpacing total basic labor income in 1991. 
That’s because Billings has been experiencing a boom in 
construction, health care, and business services—traditionally 
considered derivative rather than basic industries.
We expect an annual average growth rate of 1 percent per 
year between 1994 and 1996; trade center activities (especially 
health care) will continue rising during that period. At the same 
time, the rural components of Yellowstone County’s trade area 
may grow only slightly, or even decline.
Bozeman: Growth at MSU accounted for much of the 
increase in Gallatin County’s economic base during the 1970s 
and early 1980s. But as Figure 14 shows, MSU’s impact stabi­
lized during the mid-decade and may actually have declined 
slightly at the end of the 1980s. Nevertheless, in 1990, that 
institution accounted for more than one quarter of Gallatin 
County’s total labor income.
Table 3
Population and Change in Selected Montana Counties, 1970,1980,1990
-------------------Population-------------------  —  Annual Percent Change —
1970 I98Q 1990 1992 1970-80 1980-90 1990-92
Cascade 81 ,8 9 4  80 ,696  77,691 79 ,300  -0.1%  -0.4%  1.0%
Flathead 39 ,4 6 0  51 ,966  59,218  62 ,9 0 0  2.8%  1.3& 3.1%
Gallatin 32 ,505 42 ,865  50,463  53 ,900  2.8%  1.6% 3.3%
Lewis & Clark 33,281 43 ,0 3 9  47 ,495  49 ,7 0 0  2.6%  1.0% 2.3%
Missoula 58 ,263  76,016  78,687  82 ,400  2.7%  0.3%  2.3%
Yellowstone 87,367  108,035 113,419 118,100 2.1%  0.5%  2.0%
Butte-Silver Bow &
Anaconda-Deer Lodge 57,633  50,610  44 ,2 1 9  4 4 ,2 0 0  -1.3%  -1.3%  0.0%
Rest of Montana 304,006 333,463 327,873 331 ,800  0.9%  -0.2%  0.6%
Montana 694,409 786,690 799,065 822,300 1.3% 0.2%  1.6%
Source: Bureau of the Census, U.S. Department of Commerce; and Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The 
University of Montana.
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in 1992 Dollars
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and Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana.
Manufacturing, which includes a significant 
number of high tech firms, also grew during the late 
1970s and early 1980s. This industry experienced 
sharp declines in 1986 and 1987, but renewed growth 
by the decade’s end. Nonresident travel also provided 
an economic boost in the late 1980s. Much of the 
tourist-related activity occurs in Big Sky and West 
Yellowstone, rather than in Bozeman.
We expect Gallatin County’s growth to increase at 
about 1.9 percent per year between 1994 and 1996, a 
slightly lower rate than early in the decade. We look 
for continued growth in nonresident travel, but 
project the state government wage freeze (affecting 
MSU salaries) will dampen basic labor income.
Butte-Anaconda: The major economic news here 
was, of course, the Anaconda Company’s drawn-out 
and painful demise. Even though declines had begun 
decades earlier, mining and smelting still accounted 
for two-thirds of total basic labor income in the early 
1970s. After 1975, the downward spiral accelerated. 
First came the phase-out of underground mining, 
then the smelter shutdown in Anaconda, and finally 
the closure of the Berkeley Pit and other operations. 
Overall, the Butte-Anaconda economic base decreased 
almost 30 percent from 1975 to 1985 (Figure 15).
One interesting feature of these unfortunate 
decades is that nonfarm labor income in the late 
seventies did not decline as much as basic labor 
income—perhaps because Anaconda’s most senior 
workers lost their jobs last and chose to retire in the 
Butte area, their retirement income partially replacing 
lost wages and salaries.
Though much smaller now, Butte-Anaconda’s 
economic base is more diverse. Currently, no single 
sector accounts for more than a third of total basic 
labor income. Montana Power Company headquar­
ters and its several subsidiaries now represent the 
largest basic industry, accounting for slightly more 
than 30 percent of the total. Montana Resources 
Incorporated, which continues to mine a former 
Anaconda Company property, accounts for about 15 
percent of the area’s economic base. Third place 
belongs to Montana College of Mineral Sciences and 
Technology, with 13 percent.
We expect the first sizable rise in a decade to show 
in final 1992 nonfarm labor income numbers, with 
most of the action in health care and business 
services, the same industries which have been increas­
ing statewide. For the period 1994-96, we project 
growth of about 0.8 percent per year. Assuming no 
key employers close up shop in the near term, we feel
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Figures 13,14 & 15
Nonfarm Labor Income and Labor Income in 
Basic Industries, 1969 - 1996
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major declines are now over, and that economic growth 
in the Butte-Anaconda area will be roughly in the 
“middle of the pack” when compared to  the other urban 
areas in Montana.
Great Falls: In the short-term, impacts of changes at a 
military installation like Malmstrom Air Force Base may 
be difficult to determine. For example, a new unit could 
have almost no affect on the local economy if most 
personnel live on base and shop at the Base Exchange. 
Nevertheless, since it accounts for nearly 40 percent of 
Cascade County’s economic base, Malmstrom is a 
powerful factor in overall trends, and accounts for much 
of the area’s growth early in the 1970s (Figure 16).
Other basic industries help explain trends in the 
1980s. Early in the decade the Anaconda refinery shut 
down, and there were reductions at Malmstrom AFB, 
and small decreases in trade center activities. Parallelling 
nonfarm labor income, the basic industries were roughly 
stable during the rest of the decade.
Historically, Great Falls has been the second largest 
trade center in the state, ranking just behind Billings. But 
Cascade County’s trade center labor income was stable 
or even declined a bit during the 1980s, while it grew in 
most other Montana urban areas. Preliminary data show 
that Missoula now has passed Great Falls in terms of 
trade center labor income.
Great Falls continues to grow as a regional medical 
center, but for reasons that aren’t  clear, its wholesale 
trade activity appears to be declining.
We project Cascade County nonfarm labor income to 
grow about 1.0 percent per year from 1994 to 1996, 
assuming continued slow growth in overall trade center 
activities (primarily health care) and no major changes in 
the staffing levels at Malmstrom AFB.
Helena: State and federal governments account for 
more than half of Lewis and Clark County’s economic 
base as measured by labor income. Since government 
tends to be a noncyclic industry, Helena’s economy is 
more cushioned than most during a recession.
Expanding state government accounted for most of 
Helena’s basic industry growth during the 1970s. In 
addition, worker numbers at the state headquarters of 
Mountain Bell (now US WEST) increased substantially, 
boosting labor income in the transportation and commu­
nication industry.
State government quit expanding in the 1980s, and a 
mid-decade wage freeze caused a visible decline in labor 
income (Figure 17). The (now) US WEST state headquar­
ters employment also declined as functions were consoli­
dated elsewhere. As with other urban areas in the state,
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Figures 16,17 & 18
Nonfarm Labor Income and Labor Income in 
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Helena’s trade center activities bloomed late in the 
1980s, taking the edge off an otherwise tough period. 
Health care grew, as did financial services, historically 
developed to serve state government.
Nonfarm labor income turned upward in 1991 due to 
growing trade center industries and state government 
(whose latest pay freeze did not begin until 1993). Final 
numbers for 1992 should show a sharp rise in nonfarm 
labor income—again due to health care and business 
services rather than expanding basic industries.
Of all Montana’s major urban areas, we expect Lewis 
and Clark County to have the slowest growth rate in 
the near term (Figure 20). Nonfarm labor income is 
projected to increase only 0.3 percent per year between 
1994 and 1996, and state government is the reason: pay 
for state employees has been frozen from mid-1993 to 
mid-1995. We are, however, projecting a little increase 
in trade center activities, especially health care.
Kalispell: Wood products and metal refining (the 
Columbia Falls Aluminum Company) are the largest 
components of Flathead County’s economic base. 
Together, they were primarily responsible for the 
growth in the 1970s and the sharp decline between 1979 
and 1982. From its trough during the recession of the 
early 1980s, Flathead County’s wood products industry 
expanded smartly (Figure 18), becoming the state’s 
largest timber processing center. In contrast, structural 
changes and increased productivity have decreased wood 
products employment and labor income in most of 
Montana.
The Columbia Falls Aluminum plant was sold in the 
mid 1980s by the Anaconda Company to local investors 
who instituted management changes and profit-shar­
ing—with visible impacts on labor income for that 
sector. However, the plant now faces a host of chal­
lenges with respect to electricity prices and availability 
and other issues, factors affecting the entire aluminum 
processing industry in the Pacific Northwest.
Nonresident travel was Flathead's most rapidly 
growing basic industry in the 1980s; high tech manufac­
turing also grew. Nonfarm labor income increased 
significantly in 1991-1992, although basic industries 
showed little gain. As elsewhere, construction, health 
care, and business services accounted for the lion’s share 
of income growth for the period. We expect fairly brisk 
growth to continue between 1994 and 1996—about 2.3 
percent per year, the second fastest among Montana’s 
major urban areas (Figure 20).
In making this forecast we assume: no major changes 
at the Columbia Falls Aluminum Plant except for small 
cost-saving layoffs; only a small decrease in local wood
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as Missoula’s Evans plant closed). Wood products began to 
recover in 1983 and 1984, then turned downward as new 
technologies began replacing labor.
But Missoula’s nonfarm labor income turned upward 
in 1983 and 1984 and continued to grow even as labor 
income from wood products declined. Mostly, the gains 
came from trade center activities, as Figure 19 shows. 
Missoula’s diversifying economy doesn’t  mean that wood 
products is no longer important. Its trade center activities 
depend on drawing people from all over western Mon­
tana, and wood products still form the economic base in 
many rural areas.
The statewide building boom and construction recov­
ery is especially noticeable in Missoula and will contribute 
to a projected banner year in 1992 labor income for the 
area. Other contributors include the cyclic recovery in 
wood products, and increased enrollment and research 
monies (though not state funding) flowing into UM.
We project Missoula’s nonfarm labor income will rise 
about 3.3 percent per year between 1994 and 1996—faster 
than any other major urban area in Montana. O ur forecast 
assumes no further wood products industry declines and 
continued increases in trade center activity, primarily 
health care. ■
Missoula: Until the early 1980s, Missoula’s economic trends _ , „ » , . . , r , _ r _ . ,
__ i i i - i  . j  j  • • ' t l  j  raul t .  PoLzm is the director of the Bureau, of Business andwere clearly linked to wood products activity. The industry „ . _ J ... ,
l  i i  i i . . i , ,  i . ,  .■ i j  • l  tconom ic Research, lhe University of Montana, Missoula.built plywood and particle board plants in Missoula during the J J
1970s, and the kraft paper mill expanded capacity. Downturns
in this highly cyclic industry correspond to national recessions
(1969-70, 1974-75,1979-82, with the latter especially devastating
Figure 19
Nonfarm Labor Income and Labor Income 





Sources: Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. Department of Commerce; and 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana.
products activity, while other areas in western Montana bear 
larger losses; and continued strong growth in nonresident travel, 
despite the specter of overcrowding.
Figure 20
Projected Nonfarm Labor Income, 
Average Annual Growth Rate, 1994-96 
Annual percent change in constant dollars 
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Sources: The WEFA Group; and Bureau of Business & Economic Research, Economics 
Montana, The University of Montana.
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Conditions and Trends in Montana's 
Natural Resource Industries
by Larry D. Swanson
The Bureau continuously monitors changing conditions and trends among the 
state’s natural resource industries under its Natural Resource Industry Research 
Program (NRIRP).* An industry indicator data series has been devised to monitor 
national and international conditions affecting resource industry activity. These are 
related to changing industry activity in the state which are, in turn, related to chang­
ing industry employment and labor earnings as available on a quarterly basis.
The following are the current outlooks for major segments of Montana’s natural 
resource industries:
Agriculture
In 1993, Montana had a record wheat harvest, approaching 200 million bushels and 
valued at over $700 million. U.S. wheat prices, which ranged from $3.00 to $3.20 a 
bushel during the last year, are expected to remain relatively stable in the current 
year. Cattle prices, which have been favorable in recent years, are softening more 
recently and this is expected to continue.
Wood Products
Housing construction is increasing nationwide and lumber consumption is rising. 
This combined with growing constraints on timber supply is pushing lumber prices 
to high levels. Wood products employment in Montana is steadily declining, in spite 
of relatively stable industry production levels. This decline in employment is ex­
pected to accelerate during the 1990s.
Oil and Gas
Crude oil prices are at extremely low levels and are expected to rise only moder­
ately during the coming year. Oil and gas exploration in Montana has been slow with 
most activity focused on expansion of existing natural gas fields. Drilling should 
continue at this slow pace in the current year. Employment by this industry in 
Montana has stabilized in recent years after incurring heavy declines in the mid-1980s.
Nonfuel Mineral Mining
Metal prices, which have slumped in recent years, have begun to stabilize and, in 
some cases, rise. This is largely the result of gradually increasing economic and 
industrial activity. Montana’s nonfuel mineral mining industry could see further 
declines in 1994, but these should be modest.
Nonresident Travel
Montana’s tourism and recreation industry, slowed by abnormally wet weather 
last summer, is expected to continue to grow and expand. Expenditures by nonresi­
dents in the state now exceed $1 billion annually. Industry growth is focused in the 
western part of the state in the area stretching from Yellowstone Park to  Glacier 
Park. Growth should continue.
*The Bureau’s Natural Resource Industry Research Program receives funding support from the 
Plum Creek Timber Company, Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest 
Resource Alliance.
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Figures 1,2,3 &4
U.S. Cattle and Wheat Prices
1992 Dollars Per 100 lbs. 1992 Dollars Per Bushel
Montana Cattle and Wheat Production
Millions of Pounds Millions of Bushels
Cash Receipts by Montana Farmers & Ranchers
Millions of 1992 Dollars
Montana Farm and Ranch Labor Earnings
Millions of 1992 Dollars
Sources: Economic Research Service, USDA (cattle and wheat 
prices); Montana Agricultural Statistics Service (cattle and wheat 
production and cash receipts); and Bureau of Economic Analysis, U.S. 
Dept, of Commerce (labor income).
Farm and Ranch 
Production
Cattle and Wheat Price Trends
Marketings of cattle and calves account for about 45 
percent of all cash receipts by Montana agricultural 
producers. Wheat sales account for another 25 to 30 
percent of these receipts. Cattle prices, which have been 
at relatively high levels in recent years, are declining, 
falling from the high seventy dollar range two years ago 
to the mid-sixty dollar range during the last quarter of 
1993. This softening of cattle prices is expected to 
continue during the current year.
Wheat prices have been somewhat erratic, rising to 
over $4 per bushel in 1988 and 1989 and falling to  $2.50 
in 1990 before rising again to over $3.70 per bushel early 
in 1992. During the last year, U.S. wheat prices have 
hovered between $3 and $3.20 a bushel. Prices are 
expected to remain in this range during the coming year. 
The target price for wheat, or the price against which 
deficiency payments to farmers under the National Farm 
Program are determined, has been steadily reduced from 
$5.80 per bushel (1992 dollars) in 1985 to a current level 
of less than $4 per bushel. During this same period, the 
national average loan rate for wheat has been steadily cut 
as well.
Production and Receipts 
in Montana
Cattle numbers in Montana plummeted in the mid- 
1980s, falling from over three million head to as low as 
2.3 million head in 1990 and 1991. These cattle numbers 
are slowly rebuilding, which is limiting cattle marketings. 
About 1.1 billion pounds of cattle were marketed by 
Montana producers in 1992, up slightly from the year 
before (estimates for 1993 aren’t  available).
Montana wheat production rose significantly last year, 
approaching 200 million bushels. This increase is largely 
attributable to abnormally high rainfall levels in the state 
during the growing season.
Quarterly cash receipts from livestock and crop 
marketings and income from government payments and 
other farm-related sources are shown in Figure 3. Re­
ceipts from government payments have declined in recent 
years. Cash receipts in recent years have totaled about $2 
billion. Actual labor earnings by agricultural producers 
were $430 million in 1992, down from $570 million the 
previous year. When labor income figures for 1993 are 
available, they should show an increase based upon the 
strong wheat harvest.
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Figures 5,6,7 & 8
U.S. Housing Starts & Lumber Usage
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Sources: WEFA (housing starts); National Forest Products Association (lumber 
consumption, including net exports); Random Lengths Publications, Inc. (prices); 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research (state wood products production); and 
Montana Dept, of Labor and Industry (employment).
Note: Wage and salary payments and employment are seasonally-adjusted annual 
averages for each quarter.
Wood Products
Nationwide Market and 
Price Conditions
The single greatest factor affecting U.S. softwood 
lumber consumption is residential construction 
activity. U.S. housing starts have steadily declined in 
recent years, falling below an annual rate of one 
million starts in the last quarter of 1990. This was 
the low point of new housing construction during 
the recent nationwide recession. Residential con­
struction has picked up since then, ending the last 
quarter of 1993 at an annual rate of 1.37 million 
units a year. Wharton Economic Forecasting 
Associates (WEFA) currently forecasts 1.41 million 
starts in 1994 and 1.52 starts in 1995. These forecasts 
are up from the 1.27 starts for the entire year in 
1993, but are well below historical levels, largely 
because of changing U.S. age demographics.
As housing construction and lumber consump­
tion fell during the latter part of the 1980s, prices for 
framing lumber and plywood softened. These prices 
have risen dramatically more recently, with increas­
ing construction and decreasing timber availability.
Industry Activity in Montana
Lumber and plywood production in Montana 
have been remarkably stable over the years, despite 
widely varying market demand and timber supply 
conditions. As shown in figure 7, state lumber 
production early in 1985 was ranging from 350 to 
360 million board feet, the same levels eight years 
later during the first three quarters of 1993. Plywood 
production has generally stayed in the 150 to 180 
million square feet range on a quarterly basis 
throughout this period. The one major exception to 
this relative stability occurred in 1988, with produc­
tion fall-offs caused by mill strikes.
About 90 percent of those employed in logging 
and wood products manufacturing in Montana are 
wage and salary employees. Industry employment 
fluctuates during the year and, over time, is gradu­
ally declining. The sharpest decline occurred early in 
1991 coinciding with the greatest slump in housing 
construction. Employment fell below 7,000 work­
ers, but has returned to the 8,000 level more re­
cently. But, this employment is about 500 fewer 
workers than in the mid-1980s. Further down-sizing 
of the industry is expected in the coming year.
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Figures 9,10,11 & 12
U.S. Crude Oil Price
1992 Dollars Per Barrel
Oil and Gas Drilling in Montana
1990 1991 1992 1993
Number of Wells Drilled
1986 1987 1988 19891985
Oil and Gas Production in Montana
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Montana Exploration & Production Employment
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Sources: U.S. Dept, of Energy (oil prices); Montana Dept, of Natural 
Resources & Conservation (drilling & production); and Montana Dept, of 
Labor & Industry (employment).
Note: Wage and salary payments and employment are seasonally-adjusted 
annual averages for each quarter.
Oil and Gas Exploration 
and Production
Trends in Crude Oil Prices
Historically, the price of crude oil has had the greatest 
effect on the level of oil and gas exploration and drilling 
activity, throughout the United States and in Montana. 
Crude oil prices plunged in 1986 from as high as $35 a 
barrel to $16 a barrel in 1986. Crude oil prices closed out 
1993 at about $15 a barrel. WEFA currently forecasts a 
slow rise in crude oil prices through the coming year, 
reaching $19 a barrel by the end of the year.
Worldwide oil production has continued at relatively 
high levels in recent years in spite of sluggish economies, 
and oil surpluses have mounted. Oil prices are further 
dampened by the prospects of the eventual return of 
Iraqi oil to the world market, which was curtailed under 
sanctions imposed by the United Nations.
Industry Activity in Montana
Oil and gas exploration activity is extremely sluggish 
throughout the United States. Drilling in Montana has 
ranged from 250 to 320 wells a year in the last five years. 
In 1993, only 186 wells were drilled. During the mid- 
1980s, less than 20 percent of the wells drilled in the state 
were new gas wells. More recently, nearly half of all 
drilling is for new gas wells, and much of this is rela­
tively shallow drilling in existing gas fields. Natural gas 
prices increased sharply in the mid-1980s and have 
remained relatively strong, averaging about $2 per 
thousand cubic feet in 1993, up 25 cents from the average 
of the previous year.
Oil production in Montana, which peaked over 25 
years ago, has fallen from 30 million barrels in 1985 to 
17.4 million last year. Gradual decline in oil production 
is likely to continue. On other hand, natural gas produc­
tion in the state has remained steady, ranging from 50 to 
55 billion cubic feet of gas each year, including 53 billion 
cubic feet in each of the last two years.
About 90 percent of those employed in oil and gas 
exploration and production in Montana are wage and 
salary workers. The number of these employees has 
generally stabilized between 1,500 to 1,600 workers in 
the last three years. The annual payroll of these workers 
also has stabilized at between $45 and $55 million per 
year. Income and employment for this industry should 
generally remain in these ranges in the current year.
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Figures 13,14 & 15
U.S. Metal Prices
1992 Dollars Per Troy Ounce 1992 Dollars Per Pound
Value of Montana Nonfuel Mineral Production
Millions of 1992 Dollars
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Montana Nonfuels Mining Employment
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Ttends in Metal Prices
A sharp rise in metal prices in 1986 and 1987 
spurred metal mining activity throughout the United 
States, including Montana. However, metal prices 
have been declining in recent years, with much of this 
decline resulting from slowing economies around the 
world. Platinum went as high as $725 per troy ounce 
in 1987, but more recently has been at about $370. 
Gold, $575 an ounce in 1987, has traded at about $360 
more recently. While economic activity is now 
increasing, metal prices continue to sag. However, 
some gold watchers are predicting prices in excess of 
$500 by the end of this year.
Copper prices, which improved considerably in 
1988 and 1989, have slipped to lower levels in recent 
years, hurt by a growing copper surplus in the midst 
of slumping world economies. Copper prices may 
moderately increase during the year if industrial 
activity picks up enough to reduce current surpluses.
Industry Activity in Montana
Renewed interest was shown in Montana's metal 
mining industry as metal prices improved after a long 
slump. The value of nonfuel mineral production in 
Montana rose to $685 million in 1988 with higher 
prices and increased metal mining activity. However, 
the value of production has fallen by 30 percent since 
then as metal prices have declined. Most of the loss is 
accounted for by declines in copper and minerals 
other than gold, silver, and platinum group metals. If 
prices stabilize or improve during the current year, 
the value of production should stabilize as well.
About 80 to 90 percent of the nonfuel mineral 
production industry in the state is wage and salary 
employees. Industry employment has fallen by 
several hundred workers in recent years and currently 
stands at about 3,000. Employees in the nonmetal 
mining sector receive $20 to $30 million a year. 
Employees in the metal mining sector currently 
receive about $80 million annually.
1985 1986 1987 1988 1989 1990 1991 1992 1993
Sources: Metal prices (platinum: ave. merchants' price in New York, gold: 
Handy and Harman at New York; copper: producers' price of electrolytic 
wirebar copper), Bureau of Mines, U.S. Dept, of Interior (value of minerals 
production); and Montana Dept of Labor & Industry (employment).
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Nonresident Visitors and Lodging Tax Revenues
Millions of Persons Millions of 1992 Dollars
Montana Nonresident Travel Employment
Millions of 1992 Dollars
1992 1993
Sources: U.S. Travel Data Center, Washington, D.C. (person-trips); U.S. National Park Service (national 
Park visits); U.S. Forest Service & Institute for Tourism & Recreation Research (ITRR), University of 
Montana (nonresident ski visits); Montana Dept o f Commerce (accommodations taxes); Montana Dept, of 
Highways & ITRR (nonresident highway travelers); and Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, 
University o f Montana (employment).
Nonresident Travel
Nationwide Travel Activity
The estimated number of “person-trips,” or 
number of individual trips by U.S. residents of at 
least 100 miles from home, has risen from just 
over one billion a year in the mid-1980s to over 
1.3 billion. About 20 percent of total U.S. travel 
activity is business-related, the rest is for recre­
ation, pleasure, and other nonbusiness purposes.
lYavel-Related Activity 
in Montana
Visitorships to Yellowstone and Glacier 
National Parks are important indicators of travel 
activity affecting Montana. The number of persons 
visiting these national parks has been steadily 
growing, with some exceptions. Visitorship to 
Yellowstone fell in 1988 because of fires and 
visitorship to both Yellowstone and Glacier Parks 
slightly fell in 1993, largely because of abnormally 
wet weather.
State accommodations tax revenue continues to 
grow, reaching $7.5 million in 1992, a 30 percent 
increase over its level during the tax’s first full year 
in 1988. Tax receipts through the first three 
quarters of 1993 are three percent higher than the 
previous year, in spite of wetter weather.
The number of nonresidents entering Montana 
by highway is estimated at 7.5 million persons, up 
considerably from the 1992 estimate of 6 million. 
However, according to UM's Institute for Tour­
ism and Recreation Research (ITRR), most of this 
increase is due to improved methods in counting 
visitors to the state. ITRR estimates nonresidents 
spent $930 million while visiting Montana in 1992. 
With the estimated number of highway visitors in 
1993 over 25 percent greater than in 1992, nonresi­
dent expenditures in Montana during 1993 could 
total over one billion dollars. The labor income 
directly generated by these expenditures is esti­
mated at $285 million.
Montana’s tourism and recreation industry 
should continue growing in 1994, with much of 
this growth in the western portion of the state. ■
Larry D. Swanson is director o f economic analysis, 
Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f Montana, Missoula.
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Agriculture Forecast
by Myles WattsM —
numbers have remained nearly constant 
over the last ten years—at about 46,000 
persons and 24,500 farms. In total, Montana farms and ranches 
amount to about 60 million acres, or 65 percent of the state’s 
land area. O f these 60 million acres,
• about 50 million acres are privately owned;
• pasture and rangeland occupy about 40 million 
acres;
• 18 million acres are in cropland;
• the remaining 2 million acres are used for a variety of 
other agricultural purposes.
The state's largest basic industry, Montana agriculture 
generates about $2 billion in cash receipts. Of this $2 billion,
• about a third of the receipts were generated by the so- 
called Golden Triangle of north central Montana, the 
state’s prime grain-growing region;
• among Montana’s counties, Choteau and Yellowstone 
generated the most agricultural cash receipts—$135 
million and $127 million, respectively, in 1992;
• cattle, wheat, and barley are the three largest cash crops, 
accounting for 38 percent, 25 percent, and 7 percent, 
respectively, of the state’s agricultural receipts;
• overall, government payments account for about 15 
percent of Montana’s total agricultural cash receipts.
As shown by Figure 1, the state’s agricultural receipts can 
change considerably from year to year. Despite this volatility, 
total receipts have remained remarkably stable.
Market receipts from livestock and crops exhibit some 
downward trend. Comparing the last four years with the first 
four in Figure l ’s data set, recent livestock and crop receipts 
generated only about 82 percent of the earlier period.
Government payments fluctuate too, though for different 
reasons. In 1986,1987, and 1988, government programs 
(excluding crop insurance) paid over $400 million annually to 
Montana farmers, a hefty 22 percent of total cash receipts for 
those years. Furthermore, in those years the Federal Crop 
Insurance Corporation was paying out two to three dollars for 
every premium dollar it collected from Montana farmers.
(Such large losses have resulted in a recent restructuring of the 
program.) The higher government payments of the late 1980s 
certainly attracted political attention to farm programs.
Variations in cash receipts, and changing financial condi­
tions, lead to fluctuations in farm income. Production ex­
penses—except for a bubble in the mid-1970s and corrected for 
inflation—have been almost constant over the past thirty years. 
Debt peaked in 1984 at about 21 percent of asset values. Since 
then, that ratio has consistently declined, and in 1993 stood at 
about 10 percent. Declining interest rates have also helped 
strengthen farmers’ cash flow position. Even so, Montana 
farmers have not substantially expanded machinery or other 
capital purchases in recent years.
Major Crops
Figure 2 shows trends in Montana’s single largest cash crop, 
cattle. Here too the fluctuations look extreme, but over the
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long haul tend to flatten out; cattle receipts have been especially 
stable since 1987. Short term variations are caused by fluctuat­
ing cattle prices, production per cow, and overall cow numbers 
•—the latter has been especially influential. Production per cow 
remains about the same as it was in the early 1950s, as do cattle 
prices.
Wheat, the other dominant crop in Montana agriculture, 
shows a modest long term decline in market receipts (Figure 3). 
The effective price (which includes government payments) has 
declined dramatically and is only about 35 percent to 40 
percent of the mid-1950s range. However, unlike cattle where 
technological developments have had little impact on produc­
tion per cow, new farm technologies have boosted wheat yields 
at the rate of about 1.6 percent per year—nearly obviating price 
declines. Trends in Montana barley prices and yields closely 
mirror those of wheat.
Land Prices
Since land accounts for about 70 percent of a farmer’s 
investment, land prices and trends are crucial to the well-being 
of the agricultural sector. As Figure 4 shows, Montana land 
prices began a dramatic decline in 1980. Cropland prices seem 
to have stabilized in the past several years, and currently stand 
at about half the 1980 levels. Pasture lands in Montana also are 
selling today at about half the 1980 peak price, but prices 
remain more volatile.
At present, dryland crop prices are softest and pasture land 
prices show the most strength. Regionally, land prices are 
strongest in Bozeman and the Missoula-Kalispell areas, perhaps 
in part because of non-traditional agricultural purchasers. 
Foreign investment in Montana remains low at 1.1 percent of 
all privately owned land.
Outlook
I expect the current modest declines in cattle prices to 
continue. Cow numbers are building, yet red meat consump­
tion per capita is falling as the population ages. International 
wheat markets are soft; exports to Russia, for instance, have 
fallen 10 percent in the last year. Nevertheless, I expect next 
year’s wheat price to be about the same as 1993. Inflation will 
continue to erode farm program payments, but much of that 
erosion will be offset by technology-driven improvements in 
production.
In previous years I ’ve expressed concern about the sugar 
industry and sheep production. The N orth American Free 
Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and probably the General Agree­
ment on Trades and Tariffs (GATT) will sufficiently protect 
sugar for several years.
However, sheep production is another story. The Wool Act 
did not pass, and predator problems have increased. Further­
more, sheep producers are more dependent than cattle ranchers 
on public land grazing. So increases in grazing fees will hurt 
Montana’s sheep producers more than cattle ranchers. If the 
proposed fee changes are implemented, I predict that about 50 
percent of Montana’s sheep industry—or about $15 million in 
yearly receipts—will disappear. These losses will not be re­
placed by increased cattle production. ■
Myles Watts is professor o f agricultural economics and 
economics at Montana State University, Bozeman.
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Montana's Forest Products Industry
by Charles E. Keegan III
L
imited timber availability is essentially remaking 
Montana’s and the N orth American forest 
products industry—with both positive and 
negative results.
Modest recovery in the U.S. construction industry (Figure 1) 
coupled with reduced timber availability, especially in the 
western United States, has led to dramatically higher timber and 
wood products prices (Figure 2).
Montana's Industry in 1993
By some measures, Montana’s industry experienced a very 
dramatic recovery from the 1990 - 1991 recession. In particular 
the sales value of manufactured primary wood and paper 
products rose dramatically.
The 1993 sales value of Montana’s wood and paper products 
was nearly $1.4 billion, a 25 percent increase over 1992 and a 40 
percent rise over 1991 values (Figure 3). When adjusted for 
inflation, 1993 sales represent an industry record—exceeding the 
previous high (1978) by 20 percent. This record sales value 
occurred in spite of the limited timber availability and subse­
quently limited output from Montana sawmills. Overall, lumber 
production was down about 3 percent in 1993 relative to 1992.
Revenue to sellers of timber also reached new highs (Figure 
4). Nonindustrial private forest (NIPF) landowners showed the 
most dramatic increases. The value, on the stump, of timber 
harvested on this ownership jumped from about $10 million in 
1986 to nearly $70 million in 1993.
Statewide employment in the forest products industry 
increased through the first three quarters of 1993. The Novem­
ber sale of Champion International mills (and associated down­
sizing) led to a decline of several hundred workers in the last 
two months of 1993. However, total 1993 industry employment 
and payrolls will probably exceed 1992 numbers (Figure 5).
Outlook
The economic outlook for 1994 suggests higher levels of 
building activity in the U.S.; thus we may see even higher prices 
for manufactured wood products and for timber. Most analysts 
believe timber and wood products prices in the 1990s will 
remain substantially above price levels seen in the 1980s.
Timber availability in Montana suggests substantial job losses 
for the industry in 1994 and subsequent years. However, high 
prices for timber and wood products offer some opportunity to 
mitigate these losses.
Figures 1 & 2
U.S. Softwood Lumber Consumption, 1972 - 96 
Billion Board Feet Lumber 
60 f
Projected
Sources: Resource Information Systems Inc.; Western Wood 
Products Association; American Forest and Paper Association.
Nationwide Composite Lumber Prices 
and Montana National Forest Sawtimber 
Stum page Bid Prices, 1985-93
Price Per Thousand Board Feet
1992 Dollars $394 Lumber
Note: The price for sawtimber is in thousand board feet Scribner 
and the price for lumber is in thousand board feet lumber tally.
Sources: Lumber prices are the composite price for framing 
lumber from Random Lengths Publications Inc. The stumpage 
prices are from U.S. Forest Service, Region 1.
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Layoffs from the sale of Champion International’s Montana 
operations represent the first large scale manifestation of an 
expected 25 percent downsizing of the state’s forest products 
industry. The reported down sizing of Champion’s operations 
to approximately half its current level (including impacts on 
the logging sector) would reduce statewide industry employ­
ment by approximately 900 jobs. Subject to factors cited 
below, an additional 1,500 timber industry job losses are 
expected by the end of the decade. Crucial elements influencing 
timber availability and employment losses are:
1. Much lower timber offerings from the National Forests. 
Constraints include threatened and endangered species 
protection, appeals and litigation, and cumulative impacts 
of past harvesting, as well as U.S. Forest Service budget 
levels.
In fiscal year 1993 Montana National Forests had a harvest 
of 310 million board feet (MMBF), but timber sales of only 
about 165 MMBF. By comparison, the harvest in the late 1980s 
was about 510 MMBF per year and could fall to well under 200 
MMBF within three years.
Figure 3
Sales Value of Wood and Paper Products 
Montana, 1969 - 93 
Millions of 1992 Dollars
1,400 T
Sources: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana; Current Forest Industries Information System; and Western 
Wood Products Association, Statistical Yearbook of the Western Lumber 
Industry.
2. Substantially lower harvests on private industrial timber- 
lands, because the volume of standing timber is not sufficient 
to sustain harvest levels of the late 1980s.
Harvest levels from this source dropped from an annual 
average of 465 MMBF in the period 1986 - 1990 to about 300 
MMBF in 1993. A recent analysis estimates industrial harvest 
will be 280 - 300 MMBF annually for the next two decades.
3. Potentially mitigating effect of high prices, especially as they
lead to increased harvest levels from nonindustrial private forest 
(NIPF) lands .
Recently, the NIPF harvest has more than doubled from 
about 180 MMBF in the late 1980s to an estimated 330 MMBF 
in 1993. Higher harvest levels are directly linked to higher 
prices. In addition, since most of eastern Montana’s timber is in 
private hands, timber harvest levels in that part of the state 
have increased dramatically (Figure 6).
If high timber prices continue, the harvest from NIPF lands
Figure 4
Estimated Stumpage Receipts for 
Purchased Montana Timber, 1985-93 
Millions of 1992 Dollars
150T $130 Total
"'Note: NIPF refers to nonindustrial private forestlands.
Source: Various land management agencies, tribes, and the 
Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana.
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Figures 5 & 6
Montana Forest Products Industry 
Labor Income and Employment 
1984-96
Number of Workers Millions of 1992 Dollars
Sources: U.S. Dept, of Commerce; Bureau of Economic Analysis; Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana.
Timber Harvest from Private and Non-Private Timberlands, 
Eastern Montana, 1985-92,
Thousand Board Feet Scribner 
Million Board Feet
120 T 113
'85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 91 92
Sources: Montana Department of State Lands, Forestry Division; and Bureau of 
Business and Economic Research, The University of Montana.
could increase further. But the long term sustainable NIPF 
harvest cannot make up for a potential 70 percent reduction 
(from late 1980s levels) in National Forest harvest, and a 40 
percent reduction in industrial harvest.
4. Other potential mitigating factors include: more labor- 
intensive logging and milling operations as timber becomes 
more valuable; utilization of formerly unmerchantable mate­
rial; and continued importation of sawtimber. For instance, in 
1993, Montana mills processed about 7 percent (80 MMBF) 
more sawtimber than was reported harvested in the state. This 
was due to net imports of timber from adjacent states and to 
utilization of formerly unmerchantable material.
Montana’s 1993 timber prices were by far the highest for 
any year since World War n , even when adjusted for inflation 
(Figure 7). Most analysts believe that throughout the coming
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Figure 8
Volume of Sawtimber Processed in Montana, 1985 - 93 
Million Board Feet Scribner
85 '86 '87 '88 '89 '90 '91 '92 '93
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University 
of Montana.
decade timber and wood products prices will remain substan­
tially above the levels of the 1980s.
To a certain extent, price increases are due to intense 
competition among mills for limited volumes of timber on the 
market. This component of the price increase can't be sustained 
because mills cannot operate at a loss over the long run.
High prices for timber and wood products could also offer 
potential opportunities to increase employment or reduce job 
losses. These positive impacts could occur:
• if the prices allow harvest operations that are more 
socially and biologically acceptable and stabilize or even expand 
the timber supply;
• if the prices encourage more labor intensive activities in 
the industry. These labor intensive activities would include 
more socially and biologically acceptable timber harvest 
operations as well as maximizing value recovery at the mill.
The forest products industry’s future is a new world. The 
potentially much higher value for timber has profound implica­
tions for land managers, timber owners, timber processors, 
policy makers, economic development organizations and other 
groups trying to influence how the resource is utilized. The 
strategies and operating agendas of the 1980s—whether they 
relate to harvest systems or “value-added” economic develop­
ment plans—may not be relevant to the market conditions of 
the 1990s. ■
Charles E. Keegan III is the bureau's director o f forest industry 
research at The University o f Montana, Missoula.
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MONTANA POLL
The Montana Poll
by Susan Selig Wallwork
More than just a gauge of citizen attitudes or political leanings, the Montana Poll is also a vehicle for compiling demographic and other information not otherwise readily available.We con­ducted the first one in 1981, and currently do several a year.
The Montana Poll is a flexible instrument, enabling us to 
compile data on specific topics, and to track issues over time.
We can also “piggyback” a few questions on the regular Poll at 
a fraction of the cost of doing a full-scale, custom survey.
Index of Consumer Sentiment (ICS)
One long-standing piggyback arrangement is the consumer 
outlook series, conducted twice-yearly since 1982. We ask 
Montanans about their personal or household financial situa­
tion; how they see the near and longer term economic outlook 
for themselves and the state as a whole; and how they view 
major consumer markets. Responses to  several questions are 
then compiled into a composite Index of Consumer Sentiment 
for Montana.
Like the national index after which ours is patterned, 
Montana’s index generally signals the direction of economic 
change—though not necessarily the magnitude of that change. 
For example, the 1980 and 1982 national recessions were 
immediately preceded by declines in the national index.That 
index also dropped noticeably in late 1990, again predicting the 
national recession. Upturns in the index have generally antici­
pated the various economic recoveries.
Similarly, Montana Index trends in the mid- and late-1980s 
closely paralleled the trends in the Montana economy. As 
Figure 1 indicates, it dropped significantly in 1990, declined 
again in 1991, and improved noticeably in 1992—anticipating 
the “banner year” discussed earlier in this issue.
However, note the decline in 1993. A significant mid-year 
drop was followed by a slight upturn, but not enough to reach 
1992 levels. Montanans may well be anticipating what BBER 
economists forecast, namely that the state’s economy will 
return to slower growth rates in 1994, and again fall below the 
national average.
Some of our analyses group Montana’s counties into three 
broad, multi-county regions or trade areas. The west trade area 
includes all counties west of the Divide; Cascade and Lewis and 
Clark counties are in the northeast trade area; Gallatin and 
Yellowstone counties are included with the southeast. Thus far 
in the 1990s, only the northeast trade area has deviated much 
from the overall state pattern—swinging up in 1991, stabilizing 
in 1992, then declining more than other areas.
O ur consumer series reveal some interesting trends that have 
persisted over the years. Montanans tend to be most apprehen­
sive about the state’s long-term (five-year) economic outlook, 
and more optimistic than not about the short term consumer 
markets, especially housing and household durables.
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Home-Based Businesses
Another recent “piggyback” subject, and one we intend to 
follow over time, is home-based businesses. Anecdotal and 
other evidence suggests this is an increasingly important part of 
Montana’s economy, but hard data are very difficult to obtain. 
Data collection is further hampered by the fluidity of the term. 
At this stage and for our purposes, we include any kind of 
income-producing work done in the home, and/or the mainte­
nance of a “business office” in the home, even if the actual 
work is performed outside the home.
We added several questions to  the December 1993 Montana 
Poll, with the following results. Overall, about 17 percent of 
respondents reported some income-producing activity in the 
their home—a figure which could translate to over 50,000 
households in the state. Roughly two in ten appeared to be 
“office in the home” type operations, with the rest actual 
businesses, mostly operated part time.
A good share (29 percent) of these home-based businesses 
were agricultural. The next largest group (23 percent) operated 
a “personal services” business such as child care or a beauty 
shop. Skilled craft workers (carpenters, electricians, plumbers, 
contractors, etc.) accounted for another 16 percent.
About 10 percent were the professional types we’ve been 
hearing about, including the so-called “lone eagles” who with 
computers and fax machines can do business well outside state 
boundaries. This group includes consultants, writers, brokers, 
attorneys, real estate agents, accountants, manufacturing 
representatives, etc.
As we compared the subgroups (households with and 
without home-based businesses) in our December Poll, some 
interesting differences appeared, summarized in Table 1.
Overall, home-business households tend to have shorter tenures 
in the state—fourteen years compared to twenty-one for all 
other households. This result was heavily influenced by 
households with agriculture-based businesses, however, because 
they often reported very long tenures in the state. Remove 
agriculture from the home-business subgroup, and the median 
length of residence was only ten years, about half the usual 
tenure for respondent households without any home business.
Similar patterns were apparent with income. The median for 
all home-business households was $37,000 in 1993. Without 
agricultural households, the median dropped to $32,000, still 
relatively high compared to $25,000 for other households.
Home-business households were particularly apt to have 
multiple earners (80 percent overall compared to 48 percent). 
The ratio was even higher for agricultural households (90 
percent), and slightly lower for nonagricultural households (75 
percent). The preponderance of multiple earners may have as 
much to do with the higher incomes as the actual presence of a 
home-based business; this is a question we hope to pursue in 
future studies.
Another question we hope to explore is “self-employment” 
and its overlap with home businesses. O ur survey protocol 
requires interviewers, working by phone, to randomly select 
one adult resident, who may or may not be head of the 
household, for each interview. And, in home-business house­
holds, interviewees were not necessarily involved in the home 
business activity. Yet about half the respondents in this group 
reported being self-employed—compared with less than ten 
percent in all other households.
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Table 1
Income-Producing Work or Business in the Home 
among Montana Households
Households w/ All Other
HomeBusiness/ House-
u  f  L Wojrk (n=69) holds (n=345)Have the following in the home
Telephone answering machine 58% 4 4 %
Second telephone line 3 % 6 %
Personal computer 3 3 % 2 8 %
With a modem 4 % g%
Fax machine 1 % -j%
Length of residence in state:
Under 10 years 4 2 % 34%
10 to 19 years 19% 14%
20 years or more 3 9 % 51 %
Median length of residence 14  years 21 years
Place of residence
Urban county (7 most populous counties) 54% 64%
Rural county (remaining counties) 46% 36%
West trade area (west of divide) 3 3 % 38%
Northeast trade area 3 0 % 28%
Southeast trade area 3 6 % 3 4 %
Household income in 1993:
Under $15,000 13% 28%
$15,000 to $34,999 33% 42%
$35,000 or more 5 4 % 3 0 %
Median household income $37,000 $25,000
Two or more income-earners in household 80% 48%
Household respondent:
Is self-employed 5 2 % 9 %
Owns residential or comm. prop, in state 74% 63%
Is registered to vote 7 4 % 81 %
Isa Democrat (self-described) 23% 32%
Is a Republican (self-described) 3 5 % 24%
Has some college or more 57% 55%
Is under age 45 59% 51 %
Is aged 45 or older 41 % 4 9 %
Source: Bureau of Business and Economic Research, The University of 
Montana, Montana Poll (Missoula, Montana, December 1993).
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Leisure Activities
Prompted by a recent national study, we decided to look at 
the lighter side of Montana life. So in our December 1993 Poll 
we asked about leisure time activities, what people preferred or 
tried to do, and what they actually did. We followed the larger 
national poll’s example and grouped activities into three 
categories, roughly based on the intensity of skill, interaction, 
planning or decision-making involved.
“No-Brainers” require little if any organization, decision 
making, or skill; may be habitual; and mostly tend to entertain 
—like watching TV and reading for pleasure.
The more complex “Brainers” often involve other people 
and tend to require moderate planning and preparation—like 
cardgames, gardening, working on crafts or hobbies, going out 
to a movie, shopping for fun, socializing on the phone or at 
home.
“Puzzlers” tend to be the most difficult, the least habitual, 
and to involve more complex decision making and preparation. 
Most sports and outdoor recreation activities qualify, along 
with things like taking a weekend trip, going to a concert or 
play, and giving a party.
It’s probably no surprise that intention doesn’t always 
predict behavior. Only 16 percent of Montana respondents said 
they preferred No-Brainer activities; but 32 percent actually did 
them the previous day (Table 2). Conversely, 54 percent 
claimed to prefer spending leisure time on Puzzler activities, 
while only 13 percent followed through. This basic pattern 
held true across all age, sex, education, and income groups: 
people say they like more complex activities, but mostly end 
up doing what’s simple.
To be fair, some individuals were more candid than others. 
For example, 25 percent of female respondents admitted a 
preference for No-Brainer activities, and 28 percent actually 
engaged in them. By contrast, only 9 percent of male respon­
dents were professed No-Brainers, yet 36 percent succumbed to 
the lure.
Reading for pleasure probably commands the most respect of 
any No-Brainer activity, and we explored it in some detail. 
About three respondents in ten claimed they never read for 
pleasure; among those who did read for pleasure, most declared 
it a near-daily activity.
What do Montana readers enjoy? About two in ten prefer 
news and general interest magazines. Nearly twice that number 
prefer fiction, especially westerns and mysteries.
Like readers elsewhere, Montanans practice their reading 
habit in the evening hours. Three in ten said they usually read 
in bed. Two percent were honest enough to admit that their 
pleasure reading is confined to the bathroom. ■
Susan Selig Wallwork is director o f survey research at the 
Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The University o f 
Montana.
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Table 2
Montanans and Their Leisure




Nothing; no leisure time 1 %




Nothing; no leisure time 17%
Source: Bureau o f Business and Economic Research, The 
University o f Montana, Montana Poll (Missoula, Montana, 
December 1993).
Note: Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding and 
omission of miscellaneous responses.
Table 3
Pleasure-Reading Practices o f  Montanans
How often they read (n=414)
Never 31%
1-2 times a week 22%
3-5 times a week 15%
Daily (or almost) 31 %
What they most enjoy reading (n=284)
Fiction 38%
Nonfiction 30%
News and general interest magazines 22%
Other 10%
When they usually read (n=284)
In the evening 54%
At bedtime 18%
During the day 24%
And where they usually read
Living room, family room 60%
Bedroom 30%
Bathroom 2%
Source: BBER, The University of Montana, Montana Poll 
(Missoula, Montana, December 1993).
Note: Percentages may not add to 100 because of rounding 
and omission of miscellaneous responses.
POPULATION ESTIMATES
Estimated Population for Montana Counties and Incorporated Places
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% Change % Change
Area Name 1990 1992 1990-92 Area Name 1990 1992 1990-92
Montana 799,065 822,347 2.9% Flathead County 59,218 62,857 6.1%
Columbia Falls city 2,942 3,044 3.5%
Beaverhead County 8,424 8,603 2.1% Kalispell city 11,917 12,456 4.5%
Dillon city 3,991 4,086 2.4% Whitefish city 4,368 4,551 4.2%
Lima town 265 257 -3.0%
Gallatin County 50,463 53,875 6 .8 %
Big Horn County 11,337 11,661 2.8% Belgrade city 3,411 3,619 6.1%
Hardin city 2,940 3,015 2.6% Bozeman city 22,660 23,826 5.1%
Lodge Grass town 517 493 -4.6% Manhattan town 1,034 1,082 4.6%
Three Forks town 1,203 1,251 4.0%
Blaine County 6,728 6,777 0.7% West Yellowstone town 913 946 3.6%
Chinook city 1,512 1,502 -0.6%
Harlem city 882 884 0.2% Garfield County 1,589 1,428 -10.1%
Jordan town 494 427 -13.6%
Broadwater County 3,318 3,520 6.1%
Townsend city 1,635 1,779 8 .8 % Glacier County 12,121 12,189 0.6%
Browning town 1,170 1,186 1.4%
Carbon County 8,080 8,253 2.1% Cut Bank city 3,329 3,262 -2.0%
Bearcreek town 37 36 -2.7%
Bridgertown 692 737 6.5% Golden Valley County 912 897 -1.6%
Fromberg town 370 384 3.7% Lavinatown 151 142 -6.0%
Joliet town 522 534 2.3% Ryegatetown 260 259 -0.4%
Red Lodge city 1,958 2,048 4.6%
Granite County 2,548 2,531 -0.7%
Carter County 1,503 1,489 -0.9% Drummond town 264 270 2.3%
Ekalaka town 439 423 -3.6% Phil ipsburg town 925 902 -2.5%
Cascade County 77,691 79,268 2.0% Hill County 17,654 17,799 0.8%
Belt city 571 582 1.9% Havre city 10,201 10,306 1.0%
Cascade town 729 780 7.0% Hinghamtown 181 187 3.3%
Great Falls city 55,097 56,628 2.7%
Neiharttown 53 53 0.0% Jefferson County 7,939 8,248 3.9%
Boulder town 1,316 1,316 0.0%
Chouteau County 5,452 5,459 0.1% Whitehall town 1,067 1,077 0.9%
Big Sandy town 740 731 -1 .2 %
Fort Benton city 1,660 1,682 1.3% Judith Basin County 2,282 2,251 -1.4%
Geraldine town 299 305 2.0% Hobson town 226 231 2.2%
Stanford town 529 545 3.0%
Custer County 11,697 11,763 0.6%
Ismaytown 19  19  0.0% Lake County 21,041 22,051 4.8%
Miles City city 8,461 8,517 0.7% Poison city 3,283 3,621 10.3%
Ronan city 1,547 1,630 5.4%
Daniels County 2,266 2,128 -6.1% St. Ignatius town 778 849 9.1%
Flaxville town 8 8  80 -9.1%
Scobeycity 1,154 1,117 -3.2% Lewis and Clark County 47,495 49,661 4.6%
East Helena town 1,538 1,638 6.5%
Dawson County 9,505 9,064 -4.6% Helena city 24,569 25,719 4.7%
Glendive city 4,802 4,621 -3.8%
Richey town 259 224 -13.5% Liberty County 2,295 2,255 -1 7%
Chester town 942 914 -3.0%
Deer Lodge County 10,278 10,037 -2.3%
Anaconda-Deer Lodge 10,278 10,037 -2.3% Lincoln County 17,481 17,682 1.1%
Eureka town 1,043 1,039 -0.4%
Fallon County 3,103 3,016 -2.8% Libby city 2,532 2,541 0.4%
Baker city 1,818 1,793 -1.4% Rexfordtown 132 134 1.5%
Plevna town 140 133 -5.0% Troy city 953 1,054 10.6%
Fergus County 12,083 12,407 2.7% McCone County 2,276 2,099 -7.8%
Denton town 350 354 1.1% Circle town 805 729 -9.4%
Grass Range town 159 166 4 .4 %
Lewistown city 6,051 6,220 2.8% Madison County 5,989 6,070 1.4%
Moore town 211 218 3.3% Ennis town 773 806 4.3%
Winifred town 150 162 8.0% Sheridan town 652 643 -1.4%
Twin Bridges town 374 407 8 .8 %
Virginia City town 142 144 1.4%
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% Change % Change
Area Name 1990 1992 1990-92 Area Name 1990 1992 1990-92
Meagher County 1,819 1,813 -0.3% Sheridan County 4,732 4,490 -5.1%
White Sulphur Springs city 963 997 3.5% Medicine Lake town 357 350 -2.0%
Outlook town 109 107 -1.8%
Mineral County 3,315 3,465 4.5% Plentywood city 2,136 2,019 -5.5%
Albertontown 354 358 1.1% Westbytown 253 236 -6.7%
Superior town 881 879 -0.2%
Silver Bow County 33,941 34,128 0.6%
Missoula County 78,687 82,416 4.7% Butte-Silver Bow (remainder) 33,336 33,555 0.7%
Missoula city 42,918 44,522 3.7% Walkerville city 605 573 -5.3%
Musselshell County 4,106 4,103 -0.1% Stillwater County 6,536 6,735 3.0%
Melstone town 166 165 -0.6% Columbus town 1.573 1,574 0.1%
Roundup city 1,808 1,753 -3.0%
Sweet Grass County 3,154 3,120 -1.1%
Park County 14,562 14,786 1.5% Big Timber city 1.557 1,518 -2.5%
Clyde Park town 282 279 -1.1%
Livingston city 6,701 6,978 4.1% Teton County 6,271 6,190 -1.3%
Choteau city 1,741 1,681 -3.4%
Petroleum County 519 511 -1.5% Dutton town 392 381 -2.8%
Winnetttown 188 192 2.1% Fairfield town 660 641 -2.9%
Phillips County 5,163 5,090 -1.4% Toole County 5,046 4,983 -1.2%
Dodson town 137 131 -4.4% Kevin town 185 186 0.5%
Malta city 2,340 2,304 -1.5% Shelby city 2,763 2,725 -1.4%
Saco town 261 276 5.7% Sunburst town 437 413 -5.5%
Pondera County 6,433 6,203 -3.6% Treasure County 874 884 1.1%
Conrad city 2,891 2,794 -3.4% Hysham town 361 349 -3.3%
Valiertown 519 483 -6.9%
Valley County 8,239 8,195 -0.5%
Powder River County 2,090 2,050 -1.9% Fort Peck town 325 313 -3.7%
Broadus town 572 548 -4.2% Glasgow city 3,572 3,602 0.8%
Nashua town 375 362 -3.5%
Powell County 6,620 6,785 2.5% Opheimtown 145 144 -0.7%
Deer Lodge city 3,378 3,494 3.4%
Wheatland County 2,246 2,264 0.8%
Prairie County 1,383 1,297 -6.2% Harlowton city 1.049 1,025 -2.3%
Terry town 659 621 -5.8% Judith Gap city 133 137 3.0%
Ravalli County 25,010 27,447 9.7% Wibaux County 1.191 1.129 -5.2%
Darby town 625 679 8 .6 % Wibaux town 628 567 -9.7%
Hamilton city 2,737 3,023 10.4%
Pinesdale town 670 665 -0.7% Yellowstone County 113,419 118,063 4.1%
Stevensville town 1,221 1,340 9.7% Billings city 81,151 84,011 3.5%
Broadview town 133 122 -8.3%
Richland County 10,716 10,510 -1.9% Laurel city 5,686 6,014 5.8%
Fairviewcity 869 833 -4.1%
Sidney city 5,217 5,198 -0.4% Yellowstone National Park 52 52 0.0%
Roosevelt County 10,999 10,864 -1.2%
Bainville town 165 147 -10.9%
Brockton town 365 358 -1.9%
Culbertson town 796 782 -1.8 % Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census.
Froidtown 195 197 1.0%
Poplar city 881 855 -3.0% Note: These estimates are based on administrative records such as birth and
Wolf Point city 2,880 2,749 -4.5% death certificates, not on household questionnaires or interviews.
Rosebud County 10,505 10,592 0.8%
Forsyth city 2,178 2,202 1.1%
Sanders County 8,669 8,844 2.0%
Hot Springs town 411 413 0.5%
Plains town 992 1,014 2.2%
Thompson Falls city 1,319 1,313 -0.5%
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Readers of the Montana Business Quarterly are 
welcome to comment on the MBQ request eco­
nomic data or other Bureau publications, or to 
inquire about the Bureau’s research capabilities.
The Bureau of Business and Economic Research is the research and public 
service branch of The University of Montana’s School of Business 
Administration.
The Bureau is regularly involved in a wide variety of activities, including 
economic analysis and forecasting, forest products industry research, and survey 
research.
The Bureau’s Economics Montana forecasting system is an effort to provide 
public and private decision makers with reliable forecasts and analysis. These 
state and local area forecasts are the focus of the annual series of Economic 
Outlook Seminars, cosponsored by the Bureau and respective Chambers of 
Commerce in Billings, Bozeman, Butte, Great Falls, Helena, Kalispell, and 
Missoula.
The Bureau also has available county data packages for all Montana counties. 
These packages provide up-to-date economic and demographic information 
developed by the Bureau and are not available elsewhere.
The Montana Poll, a quarterly public opinion poll, questions Montanans 
about their views on a variety of economic and social issues. The Bureau also 
conducts contract survey research and offers a random digit dialing program for 
survey organizations in need of random telephone samples.
The Forest Industries Data Collection System, a census of forest industry 
firms conducted approximately every five years, provides a large amount of 
information about raw materials sources and uses in Montana, Idaho, and Wyo­
ming. It is funded by the U.S. Forest Service. The Montana Forest Industries 
Information System collects quarterly information on the employment and 
earnings of production workers in the Montana industry. It is cosponsored by 
the Montana Wood Products Association.
The Bureau’s Natural Resource Industry Research Program enables the 
Bureau to continuously monitor Montana’s natural resource industries and 
improve the public’s knowledge of them and their roles in the state and local 
economies. This program provides easily accessible information about all the 
natural resource industries. Sponsors are the Plum Creek Timber Company, 
Montana Wood Products Association, and American Forest Resource Alliance.
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